Pandy's Meadowlands Selections for Friday, July 24

Note: My odds-line for my top four contenders is based on what I think each horse’s chances are to win the race. For instance, if I make a horse 4-1, I think the horse’s chances of winning are about 20%, so if the same exact race was run ten times, he’d win it twice. If I make all of the horses about the same odds, that’s an indication that I think the race is wide open, or that I can’t pinpoint a horse that appears to have a strong edge.

Meadowlands Race Picks
by Bob Pandolfo

RACE 1
5 RACE ME ROCKY 4-1
9 SCIROCCO MISTYSAID 4-1
7 WILLIE BOOTS 4-1
3 HONOR ME 4-1

RACE ME ROCKY is third off the bench, gets a better spot in this amateur driver race...SCIROCCO MISTYSAID is capable of a big mile against this type...WILLIE BOOTS 12 year old comes off a game closing effort...HONOR ME drops and has a shot.

RACE 2
1 ONE TOUGH NUT 5-2
6 SOMETHINGINTHEWIND 4-1
2 ATOMIC REI 5-1
8 NORTHERN JACK 9-1

ONE TOUGH NUT raced okay in last; edge in a weak field.

RACE 3
5 GOODASHIM 4-1
1 CALLE PALEMA 5-2
6 CARUSO 4-1
3 PADRE 6-1

RACE 4
1 LEVITATION 5-2
6 CREDIT FRAUD 7-2
9 BILLIE BLUE 4-1
7 MUAY HANOVER 6-1

LEVITATION drops and gets a key driver change to Gingras...CREDIT FRAUD has tactical speed and fits well here...BILLIE BLUE drops and gets Sears back in the bike...MUAY HANOVER ships in from Pocono and picks up Dunn.

RACE 5
4 LADY CHAOS 8-5
7 SPRING DREAMS 7-2
5 DARLENE HANOVER 5-1
3 DUTIFUL 7-1

LADY CHAOS was sharp winning debut...SPRING DREAMS appears to have some talent...DARLENE HANOVER can improve off debut...DUTIFUL moves inside and is another than can show more.

RACE 6
5 ALTAR 8-5
3 BEAUTIFUL GAME 2-1
1 MATERIAL GIRL 7-2
2 CHABLIS 4-1

ALTAR stayed flat in her 2nd start and came through with a game win...BEAUTIFUL GAME had the elad and gave way late in both of her starts...MATERIAL GIRL improved nicely to win last...CHABLIS also showed improvement.

RACE 7
4 MAJORETTE ANGIE 4-1
7 NARCIAN JEWEL 5-2
2 ENCHANTED EVA 4-1
1 DIXIE STAR N 9-2

MAJORETTE ANGIE had post 8 in last at Yonkers and did well to finish 2nd...NARCIAN JEWEL left quickly, was shuffled to 4th and rallied gamely to finish first but was disqualified for alleged interference; one to beat but instead of 54-1 like last week, she may be the favorite...ENCHANTED EVA drops and moves inside...DIXIE TAR N signs of life in last.

RACE 8
6 HAMMER TIME** 8-5
8 WHAT CHAPTER 5-2
3 TRIXIE DUST 4-1
1 FRIEND OF NATURE 9-2

HAMMER TIME takes a key drop, gets better post, and can wire these...WHAT CHAPTER has his moments and current form is good...TRIXIE DUST drops, should show more...FRIEND OF NATURE S may be coming around now.

RACE 9
6 MARION MARAUDER 5-2
7 JL CRUZE 5-2
9 DON'T LET'EM 5-2
5 NOWS THE MOMENT 15-1

MARION MARAUDER classy veteran seems to be coming around and may be charging off a quick pace here...JL CRUZE was 2nd to a classy repeat winner in last and should be on or near the lead...DON'T LET'EM went a sharp mile beating similar two back then broke from the second tier in last; has a tendency to break stride but has the speed to wire these if he can clear JL CRUZE.

RACE 10
8 SOUTHWIND TYRION 4-1
4 IZNOGOUD AM S 4-1
5 MON AMOUR 5-2
10 LOCATELLI 4-1

SOUTHWIND TYRION was a game winner in his debut; edge in what looks like a wide open sire stakes final...IZNOGOUD AM S raced gamely in both starts and gets a better post here...MON AMOUR is undefeated in two starts, although he did get his own way on the lead both times...LOCATELLI broke in debut then came back with a sharp win for hot barn.

RACE 11
8 HATIKVAH 4-1
6 HL REVADON 4-1
10 WHOSE BLUES 5-2
7 Refined 6-1

HATIKVAH handles this track and may be some value here...HL REVADON has been racing against tougher and should show up this time...WHOSE BLUES 3yo filly came through with a nice win in last at Harrahs Philly and is prepping for the Oaks; may be tough despite the post...REFINED was overmatched in last but fits here.

RACE 12
2 VAINQUEUR R P NO 7-5
8 SWEET CHAPTER 4-1
6 HASHTAGMADEYALOOK 5-1
3 MUSHANA 7-1

VAINQUEUR R P NO makes U.S. debut for sharp outfit with first time lasix. 6 year old had an off year last year but overall his record in France was solid and he beat some good fields.

RACE 13
10 VINTAGE BABE 2-1
7 THREEDEE DELIGHT A 4-1
8 JAYDA NICOLE 10-1
5 MACJESTIC TODDY N 10-1

BEST BET: HAMMER TIME 8th Race